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DC Norris North America Launches New Website & Now Offers Lifting and Discharging
Equipment to the Food Processing Industry

Traverse City, MI based industrial food processing equipment manufacturer expands to offer a complete
line of lifting and discharging equipment, unveiled on its new website

TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. - April 24, 2019 - PRLog -- DC Norris North America now offers food
producers a comprehensive line of lifting, loading and discharging equipment. This new line of industrial
food processing equipment compliments the company's existing portfolio of food processing systems that
include industrial sous vide, cook chill and Jet Cook™; the fastest cooking and mixing system available on
the market today.

Widely known for installing innovative, turnkey industrial food processing systems for some of the most
recognized food brands around the globe, DC Norris North America is committed to offering food
manufacturers all of the equipment and expertise they need to build and operate highly efficient food
processing operations. Realizing the need for quality lifting, loading and discharging equipment, the
company has expanded its offerings to fill this need.

DC Norris North America's new line of industrial lifting and discharging equipment includes standard
loading equipment, swing loading equipment, special loading equipment and 22 different adapters and
accessories.

Dick Smith, President of DC Norris North America noted, "We're committed to seeking new ways to make
our clients' businesses and manufacturing facilities more efficient. By providing the lifting and discharging
equipment they all need we're able to provide them not only with a quality product they've come to expect
from DC Norris but also with time and cost savings in many instances. Food manufacturers here,
particularly in the Midwest, are remarking that they're grateful to have a local partner to handle their needs
for lifting and discharging machinery."
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DC Norris North America's new line of loading, lifting and discharging equipment can be found on their
newly designed website www.dcnorrisna.com. Through the website, information about all of their food
processing machinery is available, including instant downloads of brochures and spec sheets. Orders can be
placed through the contact form on the website or by calling (231) 935-1519.
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